
multi-purpose spaces: 
two towers

Using two Towers expands the functionality of multi-purpose 

rooms. Similar applications as one Tower spaces can be 

achieved on a larger scale, while the additional components 

allow for peripheral furniture to be built and augment a space. 

Teknion Bene Box easily assembles and disassembles by 

hand in a few quick steps. Build and rebuild, mix and remix 

to create just the right setting.
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multi-purpose spaces: 
one tower

04 x box with two openings

04 x half box

04 x top

08 x tray

06 x seating pad

04 x long top

04 x long tray

10 x box with one opening

Simple building blocks, Teknion Bene Box functions

as the ideal multi-functional modular furnishing system

– it configures into desks, tables, stools, benches, lecterns, 

platforms, shelving units, storage towers and more to create 

versatile options for any room and for an entire floor plan.

The Teknion Bene Box collection is available 

as a complete tower, packaged for easy 

storage and mobility. The Tower comprises 

various components from which endless 

configurations are achievable with the 

use of either one or two towers. 
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the tower

Versatile by nature, the collection functions equally well as 

fixed furniture as it does for multi-purpose spaces, shaping

a room to support a number of different team tasks. Its 

flexibility makes it perfect for co-working spaces where 

tomorrow is always the unknown and activity changes

day to day, creating environments that encourage lively 

dynamics and creativity. Build and rebuild, mix and remix

to create just the right setting. Teknion Bene Box is always 

a work in progress.

01 x wheel tray

03 x solid box


